The ground states of the triangular Ising system with the first, second and tlurrl nc:trest neighbor interactions, whose interaction constants are denoted by ] 1 , J, and ] 3 , in the absence of an external magnetic field are obtained by the analytical way. It is shown that in the coordinate space of (J1, J2, J,), a total of seven ground states are found and many >otates are degenerated on the boundary planes between domains of those ground stales. Spm configurations of the ground states are shown and the phase diagram of the ground states h g1Yen. § 1. Introduction Recently, the antiferromagnetic spin structure o£ ferrous halogenides FeCl2 , FeBr, and Fei2 have been reported together with the results of susceptibility measurements. 1 l In the ordered state, FeCl, or FeBr2 has a simple spin structure in which the spins lie along the crystallographic C-clXis of the hexagon~tl structure and a ferromagnetic sheet of the haxagonal layer couples with the adjacent sheets antiferrom.agnetically. On the other hand in the case of Fei2 , the: spins couple antiferromagnetically in the haxagonal plane and the ordered spin structure is a quite complex one. In the study of magnetic properties of ferrous iodide. especially m connection with the ground state spin configurations (GSSC), \Ye hcn·e had to introd11ce inevitably in addition to the first and the second neighbor interactions (whose interaction constants will be denoted by J1 and J,, respecti\·ely), the third nearest neighbor interaction (whose interaction constant will be denoted by J,) m the hexagonal plane.') Kanamori proposed a rigorous analytical method of determining the GSSC of an Ising spin antiferromagnet under an external magnetic field. 3 l He determined the GSSC of the face-centered rectangular lattice with up to third neighbor interactions and Yarious three-dimensional lattices with up to second neighbor interactions. A more improved version of the method has been developed by Kaburagi and Kanamori recently. 1 J They applied the method to the simple cubic lattice and linear chain \Yith first, second and third neighbor interactions.'' and also to the triangular lattice with first and second neighbor interactions.~'
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\Vannier, 71 Kaburagi and Kanamori 61 and by Metcal£. 81 The GSSC of the triangular net \vith first and second neighbor interactions was discussed by Metcal£ 81 on the basis of computer calculation and by Kaburagi and Kanamori 61 by their analytical method. As was mentioned by Narita and Katsura 91 and also by the present authors,101 the results obtained by Kaburagi and Kanamori 61 are correct, whereas there 1s an error in Metcalf's conclusion.
In the present paper, we propose another useful method to obtain the GSSC and report the results of its application to the system of the triangular Ising net with up to the third neighbor interactions. * 1
An outline of the present method is as follows: vVe make a lattice of representation from the lattice of triangular Ising net by placing the up-(or down-) spin at the middle point of each side of triangles in the original lattice if both ends are occupied by the same (or different) spins. Then \Ve have a pseudoKagome lattice as the representation lattice. The equivalent interactions in the pseuclo-Kagome lattice can be defined corresponding to those of the original lattice.
In the pseudo-Kagome lattice, the \'ertices of a hexagon will be occupied by upor down-spins and there appear 13 types of different spin arrangement R; (i = 1, 2, · · ·13). Each number ni of the hexagons having Ri spin arrangement is settled for any spin arrangement in the pseuclo-Kagome lattice \vhich has one to one correspondence to the spin arrangement in the original triangular lattice. The energy of the spin system can be written as where the coefficients I 1 • I, and I 3 can be expressed by the numbers n;. Starting from the ferromagnetic state -which is the ground state in a certain region of the (JJ>J,,J,) space, the contiguous region of the other states is obtained. The state x comprised in the region contiguous to the ferromagnetic region in the (J,.J,J3 ) space is possible to be the ground state. The energy E.r of the x-state is obtaineel and the condition E-E"20 \vhich certifies the ground state is obtained. Thus, successively all ground states can be obtained. § 2. Theory
The Hamiltonian of the Ising spin system 1s g1ven by -where Ji; is the exchange coupling constant between Ising spins /1; and /I.;. In the present system of the triangular net, zj pairs are taken up to the third nearest neighbors with corresponding coupling constants Jj,J, and J3• Their definition is shown in Fig. 1. * 1 In the courose of publication, the authors were informed that spin orderings of the triangular lattice up to J, were obtained by Kaburagi and Kanamori. As outlined in the prevwus section, 'lYe consider the lattice of representation corresponding to the original lattice. If the spin arrangement in the original lattice uniquely corresponds to the spin arrangement in the lattice of representation with regard to the energy, we are able to deJine the equivalent coupling constants for the latter system.
As a simple example, we consider a linear chain Ising system whose Hamiltonian is given by
where J 1 ancl J, are the coupling constants between the nearest and the next nearest neighboring pairs, respectively, and the summations of the first and second terms are taken for the rele,·ant pairs. The correspondence of the lattice of ~·epresentation to the original linear chain lattice is shown in Fig. 2 . That is, we place an up-(or down-) spin at the middle point of the original linear chain lattice if the pairing spins are o£ the same (or different) kind. Then the energy of the original spin system will have a unique correspondence to the latter system. For the case of a ringed linear chain lattice, the number of clown spins in the representation lattice should be an even number. The coupling constants J 1 and J, in the original lattice can be considered equivalently as an external magnetic field and a coupling between the first neighbor pair in the representation lattice. Therefore, the Hamiltonian (2 ·1) can be reduced to For any spin arrangement of the pseudo Kagome lattice, let the number of the hexagon of type R 1 be n 1 (l = 1, 2, · · ·, 13). Then, we have a relation 
Equation (2·8) gives again the relation m=P1• By the use of Eqs. (2·4) and (2.;')),
we have
The energy of the ferromagnetic state is gin:n by because the number of lattice points in the pseudo-Kagome lattice is 3~V. Starting from the ferromagnetic state, we can estimate the energy of the spin system m ·which i7l spins have been turned over. The result is
(2 ·11)
The arguments to obtain the ground states will be carried fonyard in the follo\Ying steps: (i) The ferromagnetic state 1s e\'iclently one of the ground states. Therefore the boundary of the ferromagnetic state in the (.11 , J,, .13) space \vill be decided at first and states contiguous to the ferromagnetic state at the boundary will be seeked for.
(ii) The state contiguous to the ferromagnetic state is possible to be another one of the ground state. Therefore the boundary of this ground state will he decided and states contiguous to this ground state will be seeked for in a similar 1vay to the step (i).
In this way, it is possible to find out successively all of the ground statec:.
In general the necessary and sufficient conditions for any state x to be the ground state will be expressed by a couple of inequalities. Such conditions can he obtained through the following steps of the arguments:
[1 J We calculate the energy Er of the state x.
[2] Then we write E-Ex as (2 ·12) and express X 1 , X 2 and X 3 by n1 (l=1, 2···13) by the use of Eqs. and (2 · 11).
[3] The condition Xi= 0 (.i = 1, 2, 3) predicts several states. ~With regard to these predicted states, the condition that the energy E.r should be the lo1vcst is searched for. For example, in the case X 3 =0, the condition of a type :r1 J1 ~:r,J,>O will be examined.
[ 
Q=3n7 -6n13 =0
and (3 · 2) can be rewritten as
Thereiore. if the inequality (3 ·11) holds. ·we ha','e the relation E--Ea?>.O in which the equality is valid only for 11, =0 (i!_1). Tl1e state consisting only of the type R 1 is the ferromagnetic state.
[-}-11 The 1)0ssible degenerate states ·with the ferromagnetic state '\Yhen J 1 + J, 0. should consist of the types R 1 • R, and R 13 • The condition (3 · 9), ho·wever. requires ll 7 = 2n13 and permits only the .{-state ·which consists of the types R, and Ris· The fstate is sho\vn in Fig. 6 . [3--2] Next, in the condition L13 = 0, we ha,-e n, = n3 = n 1 = JZ 6 = n7 = n8 = n9 = 11 10 = 11 12 = 0, il.1-~A,= 2n" + 2n6 + ~ n7 + 2n3 + 4n9 + 6n10
The equality sign in (3 · 20) is only ,-alid for n 1 =0 (i.j-1), and an infinite number of states which consist of the types R 2 , R, and R 6 (n, = 77 0) (we ccdl this R 2,s.a-state).
It can be shown that among those degenerate states, the ground state is the e-state in the region .J,<O and the s-state in the region .!2>0, respectively, and the R 2 . 3 . 6 -state is degenerated at the boundary J, ~~0. From this we can see that Along the same lines as of the discussion de\'eloped in the previous subsection to obtain the region of the a-state, let us seek the necessary and sufficient conditions for that the b-state is the ground state. However, the details of the deri\·ation "lvill be omitted hereafter and the essentials are briefly described. [1] [2]
where
From (2 ·14), it is evident that B1~0.
[ the inequality E-E1,>0 holds and the equality is only valid for the b-state. The following states are degenerate when J,-2J3 = 0 and J,>O; the e-state which consists of only the type R,, the v-state ·which consists of the types R, and R," the w-state which consists of the types R,, R 5 and R 9 satisfying n 5 = n 9, and the m-state which consists of the types R, and R 9 satisfying also n5 = n,. In the region INhere J1 -2J,>O and J,>O, the ground state is the e-state.
When J,-4.13 =0 and J,<O, the degenerate states are those which consist of the types R6 , R 8 , R 9 and Rn satisfying a condition -n6 -l-n8 -2n9 =0. They are the !-state vvhich consists of the types R 6 and R 8 satisfying n6 = n 8 ( Fig. 13) , and an infinite number of states R 8, 9 which consist of the types R 8 and R 9 satisfying n8 =2n9• The l-state is the ground state in the regions J1 -4J,>O and J,<O.
Summarizing the above discussion ancl the pre1•ious one made in the case A 3 = 0,
we have the following conditions for that the b-state is the ground state:
(ii)
J,-J,<O, (J,>O):
contiguous to the a-state and the t-state 1s degenerated at the boundary.
contiguous to the f-state. contiguous to the l-state and the R 8, 9-states are degenerated at the boundary.
(3 · 42)
In a similar way, the conditions that the d-state 1s the ground state are sum_ marized as follows:
(i) J,<O:
(ii) J,-2J3 >0:
contiguous to the f-state.
contiguous to the b-state and the R 10 ,wstates are degenerated at the boundary.
(iii) J 1 -2J,<O:
contiguous to the l-state.
(3·47)
(IV) The l-state
vvhere
Summary of the conditions for the Z-state:
contiguous to the d-state.
(ii) J 1 -4J,>O: contiguous to the b-state and the R 8 , 9-states are degenerated at the boundary.
contiguous to the e-state and the z-state 1s de genera ted at the boundary.
(V) The e-state E-k"'t=B1J1+A.,J,+DsJs.
Summary of the conditions for the !-state:
contiguous to the a-state.
(ii) J,-Js>O:
contiguous to the b-state.
(iii) J2>0:
(iv) 2J1 -3J2<0: contiguous to the s-state.
(VII) The s-state
Summary of the conditions for the s-state:
(i) 2J1 +3J2 +4J3 <0: contiguous to the a-state.
(ii) 2J1 -3J,>O:
contiguous to the !-state. 
